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 INDICES  FOREX

  FBM SHARIAH 13,128.80    13,040.11 0.68%   RM/USD 3.9195      3.9115      0.20%

  FBM KLCI 1,863.47       1,852.27    0.60%  COMMODITIES

  FBM EMAS 12,988.73    12,899.16 0.69%   CPO/tonne (RM) 2,382.00   2,389.00   -0.29%

  DJIA 24,311.19    24,322.34 -0.05%   Oil/barrel (US$) 68.10         68.19         -0.13%

  S&P 500 2,669.91       2,666.94    0.11%   Gold/ounce (US$) 1,323.35   1,316.92   0.49%

  NASDAQ 7,119.80       7,118.68    0.02%   Rubber SMR20/kg (sen) 538.00      538.50      -0.09%
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 Corporate News 
 
UMW’s RM2bn perpetual sukuk rated A1 by RAM, remains on Rating Watch pending outcome of proposed 
acquisitions 
RAM Ratings Services has rated UMW Holdings RM2bn perpetual sukuk programme A1 and reaffirmed its AA2 rating 
on the group’s RM2bn Islamic MTN programme, as a result of its improving operating performance and financial 
profile. The ratings remain on Rating Watch with a positive outlook premised on UMW’s proposed acquisitions which 
could result in the group owning a controlling stake in Perodua and MBM resources). Despite the major shareholders 
of MBM having rejected the proposed acquisitions, UMW continues to pursue the proposed corporate exercises. 
(Source: The Edge) 

 
Top Glove proposes bonus issue, US$300m bond sale 
Top Glove proposed a bonus issue involving up to 1.28bn new shares to reward shareholders. The group also plans to 
issue up to US$300m worth of bonds, which will raise funds mainly to repay Top Glove's bank borrowings. It plans to 
implement the bonus issue on the basis of one bonus share for one existing Top Glove share. The bonds may be 
exchanged at the option of the holders of the bonds into new Top Glove shares. (Source: The Edge) 

 
Yinson, Japan's Sumitomo to collaborate in FPSO, FSO biz 
Yinson and Japan's Sumitomo plan to jointly pursue and collaborate in the leasing and operation of floating production 
storage and offloading (FPSO) and floating storage and offloading (FSO) projects worldwide. The collaboration will 
provide an opportunity for the 2 companies to establish collaboration based on the respective party's expertise and 
strengths, for venturing into the targeted business. The new collaboration will potentially enhance the capacity of 
Yinson to take on larger FPSO and FSO projects and provide access to Sumitomo's global business network and local 
expertise. (Source: The Edge) 
 

TNB inks 21-year solar power purchase deal with Halpro Engineering 
TNB has signed a 21-year large-scale solar (LSS) photovoltaic PPA with Halpro Engineering SB. Halpro will design, 
construct, own, operate and maintain a solar photovoltaic energy generating facility of 30MWac to be located in 
Mukim Bebar, Daerah Pekan, Pahang. The PPA, which has an expected commercial operation date of Dec 30, 2019, 
governs the obligations of the parties to sell and purchase the energy generated by the facility for a period of 21 years. 
(Source: The Edge) 

 
Axis REIT buys industrial Shah Alam property for RM87m 
Axis REIT is adding a freehold industrial property in Shah Alam, Selangor, which it is acquiring for RM87m, to its 
portfolio. This will raise its asset under management to RM2.64bn. Its trustee, RHB Trustees, inked a sale and purchase 
agreement with Teraju Sinar SB (TSSB) to acquire the asset, which comprises 2 adjoining parcels of land on which 4 
warehouse blocks, a double-storey detached office building, a double-storey canteen building, and 2 guardhouses 
have been erected. (Source: The Edge) 
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Pecca Group delays utilisation of RM2.6m IPO proceeds by another 2 years 
Pecca will see a delay in the utilisation of its IPO proceeds of about RM2.6m, while RM6.6m will see some variation in 
its utilisation. The board of directors have approved of the variation and extension of time for the utilisation of the 
proceeds raised. The extension will be for another 24 months from April 19 this year. Among some of the variation and 
delay of the utilisation of the proceeds were in the estimated listing expenses, purchase of new machineries for the 
production of car leather seat covers, as well as the establishment of a market presence in Thailand. (Source: The 
Edge) 

 
Nestlé Malaysia kicks off FY18 with improved 1Q results 
Nestlé kicked off the FY18 with an improved net profit of RM231.22m on the back of higher revenue which offset the 
impact of slightly higher commodity prices, as well as increased marketing investments for the CNY period. The F&B 
giant reported a marginal 0.23% increase in its net profit in 1QFY18, from RM230.69m a year ago. EPS rose slightly to 
98.6 sen, from 98.37 sen in 1QFY17. Quarterly revenue rose 4.2% to RM1.43bn, from RM1.37bn, driven by higher 
domestic sales (up 4.4% yoy) and export sales (up 3.4%). (Source: The Edge) 

 
IHH Healthcare revises offer to Fortis, proposes an immediate injection of primary equity of RM382.6m 
IHH Healthcare has submitted a revised proposal to participate in Fortis Healthcare and its affiliates with a binding 
offer (without any due diligence) that will see an immediate injection of primary equity of INR650 crores or RM382.6m 
into Fortis, at a valuation of INR160 per share. The injection will be done by way of a preferential issue and allotment 
of equity shares, with IHH given the right to appoint 2 directors on the board of Fortis. (Source: The Edge) 

 
KLK to buy 95%-stake in Indonesian planter for RM296m 
KLK has proposed to acquire a 95% stake in Indonesia’s PT Putra Bongan Jaya (PBJ) from PT REA Kaltim Plantations for 
RM296.4m, subject to adjustments. PBJ’s principal activities are the establishment of palm oil plantations and 
operations. It is also involved in the crude vegetable oil industry. KLK will be buying 95% of PBJ or 139,308 shares of 
nominal value RP500,000 per share for about RM296.4m, which is equivalent to 95% of the total valuation of PBJ’s 
land and plantation, amounting to RM312m. (Source: The Edge) 

 

Hap Seng to buy Mercedes-Benz’s commercial vehicle wholesale distribution business in Malaysia 
Hap Seng is acquiring from Mercedes-Benz Malaysia SB (MBM) its commercial vehicle general distributorship business, 
paving the way for Hap Seng to become the sole general distributor of Mercedes-Benz and Fuso commercial vehicles 
in Malaysia. Hap Seng and MBM will jointly undertake a stock take in respect of the fixed assets and current assets to 
determine the final purchase consideration. The group is of the view that the proposed acquisition will enable it to 
participate in the wholesale distribution of the Mercedes-Benz and Fuso commercial vehicles in the growing domestic 
market. (Source: The Edge) 

 
LB Aluminium to buy Subang Jaya industrial property for RM25m 
LB Aluminium is acquiring a piece of industrial land together with an industrial complex in Sungai Penaga Industrial 
Park, Subang Jaya, Selangor for RM25m cash. The proposed acquisition will enable the group to establish an additional 
source of recurring income and furthermore to benefit from potential capital appreciation of the property in the 
foreseeable future. It added that its wholly-owned subsidiary Albe Metal SB (AMSB) entered into a sale and purchase 
agreement with Facade Treatment Engineering SB for the proposed acquisition. (Source: The Edge) 

 
Nestle to raise gross margin to nearly 50% this year 
Nestle expects gross margin to improve to nearly 50% this year, backed by lower commodity prices and the 
strengthening ringgit. The food and beverage giant’s gross margin fell 2.7% points to 36.7% last year due to higher raw 
material prices. The company expected to see a stable and improving gross margin following the decline in commodity 
prices, namely for milk powder, cocoa and wheat flour. Nestle will introduce between 40 and 50 new products, 
including on-the-go products, which will contribute 10% to earnings. Last year, new products contributed RM380m to 
the company’s earnings. (Source: Bernama) 
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UMW’s pursuit of Perodua clears another hurdle 
UMW Holdings takeover pursuit of listed automotive group MBMR has overcome another hurdle ahead of a crucial 
vote on Monday. Dissenting shareholders in Med-Bumikar Mara SB, who are opposed to UMW’s offer to buy the 
privately held company’s 50.07% stake in MBMR, had filed for an injunction to stop Med-Bumikar’s EGM scheduled for 
Monday. The EGM will see Med-Bumikar shareholders vote in favour or against UMW’s offer for the company’s 
controlling stake in MBMR. The application for injunction marked a last-ditch attempt to halt the attempted takeover. 
(Source: The Edge) 
 

PPB to acquire LTAT's 16.8% stake in Hillcrest for RM59.06m 
PPB is acquiring the Armed Forces Fund Board's (LTAT's) 16.8% stake in Hillcrest Gardens SB for RM59.06m. Hillcrest's 
audited consolidated net assets at FY17 stood at RM199.55m, including 147.78 acres of freehold land in Taman Seri 
Gombak and Taman Puchong Utama. The purchase consideration represents a premium of 76% over 16.8% of audited 
consolidated net assets. The company deems the premium reasonable after considering the strategic location, as well 
as the prospects and development potential of the lands, although the actual value can only be ascertained based on 
Hillcrest’s eventual development plans, which the company is not privy to at this juncture. (Source: The Edge) 

 
Syed Zainal to take helm from Mohd Ibrahimnuddin as PetDag CEO 
Former Proton Holdings MD Datuk Seri Syed Zainal Abidin Syed Mohamed Tahir has been appointed as MD and CEO of 
PetDag effective June 1. He will take over the role after the company's MD and CEO Datuk Mohd Ibrahimnuddin Mohd 
Yunus steps down on the same day. Syed Zainal , will also be redesignated from non-executive director to executive 
director. Syed Zainal began his career with Petronas Gas SB in 1987 as a project engineer, prior to joining Petronas in 
1992 as the senior executive of the group's corporate planning and international business development unit. (Source: 
The Edge) 

 
Undeterred, UMW extends MBM Resources offer for another 6 months 
UMW Holdings has extended the validity of its takeover offer for control over MBM Resources (MBMR) for another 6 
months, ahead of a crucial shareholders’ vote to decide on the offer on Monday. UMW offer to buy a 50.07% stake 
MBMR is now valid until Oct 31. This is the second extension after UMW previously extended the validity from March 
28 to April 30. The latest extension is to enable parties to deliberate on the offers. UMW is offering RM2.56 per share 
to Med-Bumikar Mara SB for the latter’s 50.07% stake in MBMR. If Med-Bumikar accepts, UMW intends to undertake 
a mandatory general offer and take MBMR private. The price tag amounts to RM501m, valuing MBMR at RM1bn or 
16.36% higher than its market value when the offer was announced on March 9. (Source: The Edge) 

 
SP Setia, Setia Haruman undertake 2nd Cyberjaya development with RM650m GDV 
SP Setia has acquired 57 acres of freehold land in Cyberjaya, Selangor from Setia Haruman SB, the master developer of 
Cyberjaya, for RM177.5m, which will be grown into a residential area with an expected GDV of RM650m. The land 
would be developed by the JV company between SP Setia (70%) and Setia Haruman (30%). The project is expected to 
commence in the second half of 2019 pending approvals, and is expected to take about 6 years to complete. SP Setia 
said the JV is a continuation of the successful collaboration between both companies in building the 268-acre eco-
themed development of Setia Eco Glades. (Source: The Edge) 

 
 
 


